GENERAL NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES. TOLERANCES SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS:
   - TOLERANCES = 1/8
   - REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES.
2. TOTE GAP WIDTH IS APPROXIMATELY 0.032 (8) WHEN FILLED TO RATED CAPACITY (330 GAL).
3. HOODER PERSPEX CUSTOM CONTAMINATION SYSTEM SHOWN ON SHEET MFR-029493, SHEET 10 X 8.5. FORU Adapt ACCESSORIES, MANUFACTURED FROM STAINLESS STEEL INCLUDING LIGHTING.
4. SLOW RAMP TO PENDANT TRAVEL STOP. FIELD VARY LOCATION BASED ON FACTORY FLOOR INSTALLATION, CONCRETE ANCHORS, INSTALL, USING 10-1/2 ALT.
5. EXISTING DRAIN TO TRENCH, QUIP TANK 1.
6. EXISTING DRAIN TO TRENCH, QUIP TANK 1.
7. TOTE FILL STATION ASSEMBLY SHOWN WITH YIELD INSTALLED AND HEP TANK EXTENDED (10'X10').
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